OKOTOKS RAIDERS LACROSSE ASSOCIATION (ORLA)
Lost or damaged equipment due to neglect/ misuse / unreturned equipment are the sole responsibility of
the team and or player. Should this situation occur, please contact the Equipment Coordinator to discuss
the matter
If you have any questions or require more information please contact the Equipment Coordinator.

Evaluation Process
The evaluation format may/will be revised as the need arises .

[Revised February 12, 2017]
POLICY: To define the process that will be adhered to by all division levels to evaluate a player's
performance for team placement, and to ensure that all players are evaluated in an unbiased and
neutral environment.
OVERVIEW
The ORLA evaluation process has been designed to determine the overall skill level of each player in
Tyke through Midget.
“A” TRYOUT EVALUATION PROCEDURE:
Okotoks Raiders in conjunction with the Calgary Knights and High River Heat merge together to form A
teams under the team name HOKs. The HOKs play in the CDLA A lacrosse league in the Pee Wee,
Bantam and Midget Divisions.
These team evaluations occur prior to club evaluations. Any player wishing to tryout must be registered
with their home club for that season and then pay the evaluation fee to their club prior to stepping on the
floor.
Evaluators will be from clubs in the CDLA and players will be evaluated on a standardized skills form and
then ranked. Players are required to attend a minimum of one evaluation to be considered for a roster
spot.
The Merge Committee will determine the roster size up to the maximum as per ALA regulations.
The rosters will be selected and posted within 24 hrs of the final tryout by all clubs at the same time.
Any player not making an A team will then be eligible for their respective club team and attend that
evaluation process and be placed according to their ranking in that process.

EVALUATION SESSIONS
Evaluation Rating Sheets will be used for each evaluation session. Using assigned identification
numbers, evaluators will score each player on speed, stick skills, defensive skills, floor awareness and
heart. It is these scores which will be used to rank players and determine movement between groups, if
required. Ideally, the same evaluators will be used for each session leading to the formation of a team.
Evaluators will evaluate all players on the floor. Groups will be comprised of approximately thirty players
divided into two sides. The two sides will be unbalanced. One group should be stronger than the other in
skill level. After each evaluation session, movement may occur between groups based on the evaluators’
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